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Case Number: S2108000184     REV. A 

Release Date: August 2021 
  
Symptom/Vehicle Issue: Cluster Warnings To Service SOS System, Service Air Bag System, 

Blind Spot Unavailable, Or Park Sense Not Available Messages 
 

Customer Complaint/Technician Observation: Owner complains of various service system 

messages and or cluster warning messages that appear on the cluster during vehicle start up. 
Examples: Service Air Bag System, Service SOS System, Blind Spot Unavailable, Park Sense Not 
Available. Technician observed the messages when the key was first turned on.  
 

Repair Procedure: Inspect and confirm the cluster B+ feed(s) are present and are at the correct 

battery voltage. Poor connections or momentary loss of the B+ feed during an ignition start cycle will 
intermittently display all the clusters default messaging, example case PDC bent terminal Fig 1, 2, 3.  
 

 
 

Fig 1 
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Fig 2 

Topology view 
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Fig 3 
 


